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A MATRIX WEIGHTED BILINEAR CARLESON LEMMA AND
MAXIMAL FUNCTION
STEFANIE PETERMICHL, SANDRA POTT, AND MARIA CARMEN REGUERA

Abstract. We prove a bilinear Carleson embedding theorem with matrix
weight and scalar measure. In the scalar case, this becomes exactly the well
known weighted bilinear Carleson embedding theorem. Although only allowing scalar Carleson measures, it is to date the only extension to the bilinear
setting of the recent Carleson embedding theorem by Culiuc and Treil that
features a matrix Carleson measure and a matrix weight.
It is well known that a Carleson embedding theorem implies a Doob’s maximal inequality and this holds true in the matrix weighted setting with an
appropriately defined maximal operator. It is also known that a dimensional
growth must occur in the Carleson embedding theorem with matrix Carleson
measure, even with trivial weight. We give a definition of a maximal type
function whose norm in the matrix weighted setting does not grow with dimension.

1. Introduction
The Carleson embedding theorem first appeared in L. Carleson’s solution of the
free interpolation problem [3] and later was used in his celebrated proof of the
Corona Theorem [4]. It is a classical theorem in harmonic analysis with many
applications to PDE. It states that a Carleson measure µ gives rise to a bounded
embedding L2 (T) → L2 (D, µ). In other words, it states that L2 boundedness holds
if and only if it holds when testing on certain elementary functions.
In this note we are concerned with matrix analogues. An unweighted Carleson
lemma with matrix Carleson measure holds trivially, derived from the scalar case.
However, the dimensional growth was under investigation in the 90s and it was
observed that at least a logarithmic growth with dimension, i.e. the size of the
arising matrices, must occur. The sharp dimensional estimate was found in work
of Nazarov, Pisier, Treil and Volberg [11] by means of a clever trick with Bellman
functions, using elementary complex analysis (Zweikonstantensatz).
Recently Culiuc and Treil [5] added an observation to this idea to obtain the
matrix weighted version for an embedding theorem with matrix Carleson measures,
without any restrictions on the weight other than it being a matrix weight. Previous
versions assumed the matrix A2 condition on the weight, a strong assumption, which
did not appear in the scalar case.
The result of Culiuc and Treil implies a Doob’s inequality in the matrix weighted
setting. Since even the unweighted Carleson embedding theorem with matrix measure induces a dimensional growth with the size of the matrices, this growth is
inherited by the thus obtained Doob’s inequality for the maximal operator defined
in Definition 2.4. We are interested in a version of a maximal type operator that
does not have growth with dimension, see Definition 2.6 and Theorem 2.7. This
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operator has certain nice properties, but it is not a classical maximal operator. The
estimate we provide is via Bellman function.
A weighted bilinear version of the Carleson embedding lemma, taking two functions as arguments, was an important tool in the early days of sharp weighted
theory or two–weighted theory of singular operators in the scalar case. The bilinear Carleson embedding theorem (BET) states that a Carleson measure gives rise
to a bilinear estimate.
Motivated by the so–called matrix A2 conjecture, which asks for the exact growth
of the matrix weighted norm of the Hilbert transform acting on vector functions
in terms of the matrix A2 -constant, we aim for a bilinear version of the matrix
weighted Carleson lemma. Boundedness of matrix weighted Hilbert transform was
first studied by Treil and Volberg in [20]. We do not succeed entirely, in the sense
that we have to assume that our Carleson measure has scalar entries, see Theorem
2.1. The restriction to scalar Carleson sequence is serious, but it is not very surprising, given the array of difficulties encountered in the task of finding various sharp
weighted estimates in the matrix case. As of today, the only optimal estimate for a
singular operator is for the square function with matrix weight by Hytönen, Petermichl and Volberg [7] and Treil [19], and a matrix-weighted maximal function [8].
The estimate for the Hilbert transform is still open, with the best to date estimate
missing the sharp conjecture by a half power of the characteristic, see Nazarov,
Petermichl, Treil and Volberg [10]. Despite the many advances made in the scalar
weighted theory, matrix weights do not seem to respond well to most of the tools
known to us today.
The first proof of a version of the scalar bilinear Carleson lemma is found in [17]
and was rather complicated, using tools and ideas from [13], featuring a Bellman
function and three conditions on the measure sequence rather than one. It was
understood for some time by the experts that two of the arising conditions were
actually redundant. Two of the conditions stated in [17] are implied by the third,
as can be seen by a simple Bellman function argument. Indeed, we prove that
this implication remains correct in the case of matrix weights and scalar Carleson
measure, see Theorem 2.3. Despite this, we believe that the original proof of the
bilinear Carleson lemma still presents obstacles in the matrix case, even with scalar
coefficients, such as considered here. The argument we apply in this note has the
flavour of level sets found in [18].
We hope that the result on BET can be improved - we give some indications
of possible questions at the end of this note. Either improvement could be used
towards improving the bound on the Hilbert transform with matrix weight. Even
though Carleson type theorems with matrix weight and scalar measure do appear
to be useful in getting estimates for singular operators, for example in [20], the
constants increase by at least a logarithmic factor. In addition, we do not know if
our version of BET can be used directly for such estimates. It seems to us at least
some improvement would be required, see the end of this note.
We also point out open questions arising on the dimensional dependence at the
end of this note.
2. Notation and results
Let us say Q0 = [0, 1] is endowed with a dyadic filtration generated by dyadic
intervals D = D(Q0 ). We index the time by non–negative integers k ≥ 0 so that
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F0 has the atom D0 = {Q0 } of size |Q0 | = 10 and using atoms Dk = {Q ∈ D(Q0 ) :
|Q| = 2−k } we define the generated σ–algebra at time k: Fk = σ(Dk ).
We call a d × d matrix–valued function W a weight if W is entry–wise locally
integrable and if W (x) is positive semidefinite almost everywhere. One defines
L2 ( d ; W ) to be the set of vector functions with
Z
Z
2
1/2
2
kf kL2 (Cd ;W ) =
kW (x)f (x)kCd dx =
hW (x)f (x), f (x)iCd dx < ∞.

C

Q0

Q0

Let us denote by h·iQ the average of a scalar, vector or matrix function over Q and
let us denote by ·(Q) the integral over Q.
The precise statement of the bilinear matrix weighted Carleson lemma we prove
is the following.
Theorem 2.1 (BET). Let (αQ ) be a sequence of non-negative scalars. Then for
vector functions f, g supported in Q0 ,
X
1
αQ ≤ A ∀K ∈ D(Q0 )
|K|
Q∈D(K)
X
1/2
−1/2
=⇒ ∃B = B(A, d) :
αQ |hhW i−1
f iQ , hW −1 i−1
giQ iCd |
Q hW
Q hW
Q∈D(Q0 )

≤ Bkf kL2 (Cd ) kgkL2 (Cd )

∀f, g.

The best estimate for the arising constant we can give to date is of order d2 .
We recall the recent result [5] where the Carleson sequence is allowed to be
matrix valued, but only one function f is being used:
Theorem 2.2 (CET). (Culiuc–Treil) Let W be an invertible selfadjoint matrix
weight of size d and (AQ ) a sequence of positive semidefinite matrices of size d.
Then for a vector function f supported in Q0 ,
X
1
hW iQ AQ hW iQ ≤ AhW iK ∀K ∈ D(Q0 )
|K|
Q∈D(K)
X
1/2
=⇒ ∃B = B(A, d) :
kAQ hW 1/2 f iQ k2Cd
Q∈D(Q0 )

≤ Bkf k2L2 (Cd )

∀f.

It is known that the constant is at least of order log2 (d), since this is the confirmed blow-up when W = Id, see [11] and at most of order d2 , as proved in [5].
Related to Theorem 2.1 is the following implication, which we prove via Bellman
functions.
Theorem 2.3. Let (αQ ) be a non–negative sequence and W be a matrix weight
such that W and W −1 are summable on all dyadic intervals. Then
X
1
αQ 6 1 ∀K ∈ D(Q0 )
|K|
Q∈D(K)

=⇒

1
|K|

X

αQ hW −1 i−1
Q 6 4hW iK

∀K ∈ D(Q0 ),

Q∈D(K)

where the second inequality is in the sense of operators.
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Its motivation and historic meaning are discussed in Section 4.
Here is the usual definition of the maximal function with matrix measure, with
the supremum over the dyadic intervals:
Definition 2.4. Let
M W f (x) =

sup
Q∈D(Q0 ),x∈Q

1/2
kW 1/2 (x)hW i−1
f iQ kCd .
Q hW

Definition 2.4 is one way of extending the martingale maximal function to the
matrix weighted setting, see Section 3 for the motivation. Indeed, using Theorem
2.2 one can show
Theorem 2.5. There exists C(d) so that for all matrix weights there holds
kM W kL2 (Cd )→L2 (C) ≤ C(d).
Here, C(d) at most of order d. In turn, this estimate is used to obtain Theorem
2.1. The implied constants thus obtained for the estimate in Theorem 2.5 are
no better than the constants obtained in Theorem 2.2. Consider the following
alternative below. See Section 3 for the motivation of this object.
Definition 2.6. For time k ≥ 0 and x ∈ Q ∈ Dk , let
1/2
MkW f (x) = khW iQ hW i−1
f iKk (Q) kCd
Kk (Q) hW
1/2

with Kk : Dk → ∪ki=0 Di ; Q 7→ Kk (Q) defined inductively: let K0 (Q0 ) = Q0 and for
k > 0 let
−1/2

Kk (Q) = Q if khW iQ

hW 1/2 f iQ kCd > khW iQ hW i−1
K
1/2

k−1 (Q̂)

hW 1/2 f iKk−1 (Q̂) kCd

and Kk (Q) = Kk−1 (Q̂) else. Here, Q̂ denotes the parent of Q.
Here is our result, which carries the same norm estimate as seen in Doob’s
inequality and in particular does not depend on dimension.
Theorem 2.7. For all k > 0 there holds
kMkW kL2 (Cd )→L2 (C) 6 2.
3. Maximal function
In this section we prove that the matrix weighted maximal function is bounded
without additional assumptions on the matrix weight. This line of argument is well
known to the experts in the area and rests on the strength of the matrix weighted
Carleson lemma by Culiuc and Treil [5]. This estimate inherits the dimensional
growth that occurs in the embedding theorem. We then proceed with the definition
of a maximal function via an adapted sequence. We show that for this definition, the
dimensional growth does not occur. The arguments rests on the Bellman function
argument in [12].
3.1. Usual Maximal function. Definition 2.4 is motivated as follows. Since maximal norm quantities have scalar values, the matrix weight is included in the definition. Let the expression
Z
(Mw f )(x) = sup |hf iQ,w | = sup |w(Q)−1
f w| = sup |hwi−1
Q hf wiQ |
Q:x∈Q

Q:x∈Q

Q

Q:x∈Q
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denote the classical dyadic maximal function with measure w for non–negative
weight w and scalar valued f . Observe that since w is non–negative, the suprema
in Mw f (x) and M w f (x) are attained at the same interval I 3 x and
kM w f (x)kL2 = kMw f (x)kL2 (w) .
As a consequence of Doob’s theorem, we have the estimate
kM w f (x)kL2 = kMw f kL2 (w) 6 2kf kL2 (w) = 2kf w1/2 kL2 .
We turn to the proof of Theorem 2.5 via linearization, a well known argument.
Proof. For any Q ∈ D(Q0 ) define EQ to be the subset of x ∈ Q so that Q is
the maximal cube with respect to the collection that attains the maximum in the
definition of M W . So
X
1/2
M W f (x) =
kW 1/2 (x)hW i−1
f iQ kCd χEQ (x).
Q hW
Q∈D(Q0 )

Now by the disjointness of the EQ
Z
X
1/2
kM W f k2L2 (C) =
kW 1/2 (x)hW i−1
f iQ k2Cd χEQ (x)dx
Q hW
Q0 Q∈D(Q )
0

Z

X

=

EQ

Q∈D(Q0 )

X

=

1/2
1/2
hW (x)hW i−1
f iQ , hW i−1
f iQ iCd dx
Q hW
Q hW

1/2
1/2
hhW iEQ |EQ |hW i−1
f iQ , hW i−1
f iQ iCd .
Q hW
Q hW

Q∈D(Q0 )

To proceed with the estimate, we first observe that
1
|K|

X

−1
hW iQ hW i−1
Q hW iEQ |EQ |hW iQ hW iQ 6 hW iK

Q∈D(K)

in the sense of operators, which is satisfied thanks to the disjointness of the EQ .
Now we use Theorem 2.2 with
−1
AQ = hW i−1
Q hW iEQ |EQ |hW iQ .

The conclusion of this theorem gives us the desired estimate:
X
−1
1/2
kM W f k2L2 (C) =
hhW i−1
f iQ , hW 1/2 f iQ iCd
Q hW iEQ |EQ |hW iQ hW
Q∈D(Q0 )

=

X

hAQ hW 1/2 f iQ , hW 1/2 f iQ iCd

Q∈D(Q0 )

≤

B(1, d)kf k2L2 (Cd ) .


Observe that the implied constant is the same as in the conclusion of Theorem
2.2.
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3.2. Maximal function with poor memory. Let us now motivate and explain
the different maximal function from Definition 2.6.
Notice that the classical scalar maximal function is an adapted process if the
supremum is restricted to early times: adapted means that the expression
(Mw f )k (x) =

|hf iQ,w |

sup
Q:x∈Q,|Q|>2−k

has the property (Mw f )k ∈ Fk . This notation means the function (Mw f )k is
measurable in the filtration Fk for all k, which is so since it is piecewise constant
on atoms Dk . If we denote by Kk (x) the interval containing x so that
(Mw f )k (x) = |hf iKk (x),w |,
then (Mw f )k+1 (x) = max{|hf iKk (x),w |, |hf iQ,w |} where |Q| = 2−k−1 and x ∈ Q. It
therefore suffices to ‘memorize’ just one past interval, so ‘poor memory’ is enough in
the scalar case. These properties motivated our definition for the matrix weighted
case.
The definition above for the matrix weighted maximal operator M W is not
adapted when truncating because of the pointwise multiplication by W (x)1/2 . We
now review the inductive definition of the adapted MkW for k > 0 with ‘poor memory’ in this setting. In this case ‘poor memory’ may be ‘bad memory’.
For time k ≥ 0 and x ∈ Q ∈ Dk , the process we defined is
1/2
MkW f (x) = khW iQ hW i−1
f iKk (Q) kCd
Kk (Q) hW
1/2

for dyadic intervals Kk (Q) defined inductively with K0 (Q0 ) = Q0 so that
−1/2

1/2
M0W f (x) = khW iQ0 hW 1/2 f iQ0 kCd = khW iQ0 hW i−1
f iQ0 kCd .
Q0 hW
1/2

Assuming k > 1 and Kk−1 (Q) chosen for all dyadic intervals Q ∈ Dk−1 , choose
Kk (Q) ∈ {Kk−1 (Q̂), Q} for Q ∈ Dk by
−1/2

Kk (Q) = Q if khW iQ

hW 1/2 f iQ kCd > khW iQ hW i−1
K
1/2

k−1 (Q̂)

hW 1/2 f iKk−1 (Q̂) kCd

and Kk (Q) = Kk−1 (Q̂) otherwise. Hence
1/2
MkW f (x) = khW iQ hW i−1
f iKk (Q) kCd
Kk (Q) hW
o
n
1/2
−1/2
1/2
1/2
hW
f
i
k
hW
f
i
k
.
= max khW iQ hW i−1
d , khW i
d
Q
C
C
Q
Kk−1 (Q̂)
K
(Q̂)
1/2

k−1

Observe that the time index k on the function K can be omitted without confusion. Notice that the sequence (MkW f )k≥0 is adapted. As motivated by the
scalar case, we compete the value using the interval retained from the previous step
against the one from the finest filtration corresponding to k.
W
Let us discuss differences between M∞
f and M W , say in the case when W and
f are dyadic step functions and measurable in some Fk . We observe that generally
W
M∞
f is larger. If Q is an atom in Fk and x ∈ Q then W (x) = hW iQ and for x ∈ Q
we have
W
M∞
f (x)

=

1/2
sup khW iQ hW i−1
f iJ kCd
J hW
1/2

J:x∈J

>

1/2
sup khW iQ hW i−1
f iJ kCd
J hW
1/2

J:Q⊆J

> MkW f (x).
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Indeed, the supremum taken in MkW f (x) is a maximum over only two competitors.
To illustrate, let x ∈ Q ⊂ Q̂ with Q ∈ Dk . In the passage from k − 1 to k, the
1/2
1/2
first factor changes from hW iQ̂ to hW iQ which may mean that Kk−1 (Q̂) is not
a sensible choice for a competitor at all if one tried to estimate a ‘true’ maximal
function at time k. However in the scalar case, one obtains an approximating
sequence for M w f .
We proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.7.
Proof. We modify the Bellman function argument from [12]. It shows a dimensionless bound for MkW uniformly in k. Let
B(F, f, L, W ) = 4F − 2hW −1/2 f, Li − 2hL, W −1/2 f i + 2hL, Li.
We think of the variables having the following roles:
WQ = hW iQ , fQ = hW 1/2 f iQ , FQ = hkf k2Cd iQ and
1/2

1/2
f iK(Q)
LQ = hW iQ hW i−1
K(Q) hW

with interval K(Q) ∈ {K(Q̂), Q} inductively chosen for maximizing the norm
1/2
1/2
khW iQ hW i−1
f iK(Q) kCd as described above.
K(Q) hW
Domain of B. The domain is given by WQ > 0 and
−1/2

FQ > kWQ

(3.1)

fQ k2Cd .

To see this, recall the fact
hWQ−1 fQ , fQ iCd = sup
e6=0

|hfQ , eiCd |2
,
hWQ e, eiCd

for example from [5]. Then observe that since W is selfadjoint,
|hhW 1/2 f, eiCd iQ |2 ≤ hkf k2Cd iQ hhW e, eiCd iQ = FQ hWQ e, eiCd .
Since Q itself is an admissible choice for K(Q) ∈ {K(Q̂); Q} we require furthermore
that
−1/2

kLQ kCd > kWQ

(3.2)

−1/2

Range of B. Notice that LQ0 = WQ0
fore we have

fQ kCd .

fQ0 , since Q0 is the only competitor. There−1/2

B(FQ0 , fQ0 , LQ0 , WQ0 ) = 4FQ0 − 2kWQ0

fQ0 k2Cd 6 4FQ0 .

We have also
B(FQ , fQ , LQ , WQ ) > kLQ k2Cd
since
B(FQ , fQ , LQ , WQ )
>

−1/2

4hWQ

−1/2

fQ , WQ

−1/2
−2hLQ , WQ fQ iCd

=

−1/2
h2WQ fQ

> hLQ , LQ iCd .

−

−1/2

fQ iCd − 2hWQ

fQ , LQ iCd

+ 2hLQ , LQ iCd

−1/2
LQ , 2WQ fQ

− LQ iCd + hLQ , LQ iCd
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Dynamics of B. If we denote by Q± the left and right halves of Q, then WQ±
and FQ± and fQ± are the corresponding averages so that these variables are of
martingale type. But
(
1/2
−1/2
1/2
−1/2
−1/2
WQ± WQ LQ if kWQ± fQ± kCd 6 kWQ± WQ LQ kCd
.
LQ± =
1/2
−1/2
−1/2
−1/2
WQ± fQ±
if kWQ± fQ± kCd > kWQ± WQ LQ kCd
We claim that
B(FQ , fQ , LQ , WQ ) >

1
1
B(FQ+ , fQ+ , LQ+ , WQ+ ) + B(FQ− , fQ− , LQ− , WQ− ).
2
2

Case 1. No changes in K(Q) → K(Q± ), thus K(Q± ) = K(Q). This implies
−1/2

−1/2

kWQ± fQ± kCd 6 kWQ± WQ

(3.3)

1/2

LQ kCd

and
−1/2

1/2

LQ± = WQ± WQ

LQ .

Observe
−1/2

hWQ+ WQ
=

−1/2

2hWQ WQ

−1/2

LQ , WQ

−1/2

LQ , WQ

−1/2

LQ iCd + hWQ− WQ

−1/2

LQ , WQ

LQ iCd

LQ iCd = 2hLQ , LQ iCd

so
B(FQ , fQ , LQ , WQ )
−1/2

fQ , LQ iCd − 2hLQ , WQ

−1/2

fQ iCd + 2hLQ , LQ iCd

−1/2

−1/2

LQ iCd

=

4FQ − 2hWQ

=

4FQ − hfQ+ , WQ

LQ iCd − hfQ− , WQ

−1/2
−hWQ LQ , fQ+ i

C

d

−

−1/2
hWQ LQ , fQ− i

C

−1/2
−1/2
+hWQ+ WQ LQ , WQ LQ i

=

C

d

d

−1/2

+ hWQ− WQ

−1/2

−1/2

LQ , WQ

LQ iCd

−1/2

2FQ+ − hWQ+ fQ+ , LQ+ iCd − hLQ+ , WQ+ fQ+ iCd + hLQ+ , LQ+ iCd
−1/2

−1/2

+2FQ− − hWQ− fQ− , LQ− iCd − hLQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd + hLQ− , LQ− iCd
=

1
1
B(FQ+ , fQ+ , LQ+ , WQ+ ) + B(FQ− , fQ− , LQ− , WQ− ).
2
2

We notice that in this case property (3.3) was not used.
Case 2. Two changes in K(Q) → K(Q± ) so K(Q± ) = Q± . Let us thus assume
−1/2

LQ± = WQ± fQ± .
Due to the definition of LQ± as a maximum of norms, we know that
(3.4)

−1/2

1/2

−1/2

kWQ± fQ± k2Cd > kWQ± WQ

LQ k2Cd

and therefore
(3.5) kLQ+ k2Cd + kLQ− k2Cd

1/2

−1/2

> kWQ+ WQ
=

1/2

−1/2

LQ k2Cd + kWQ− WQ
−1/2

2kLQ k2Cd > 2kWQ

fQ k2Cd ,

LQ k2Cd
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where we used property (3.4) and the domain condition (3.2). Observe that
−1/2

2hWQ

−1/2

fQ , WQ

fQ iCd

−1/2
−2hWQ fQ , LQ i

C

−1/2
2hWQ fQ

=

−

−1/2

fQ iCd + 2hLQ , LQ iCd

− 2hLQ , WQ

d

−1/2
LQ , 2WQ fQ

− LQ iCd > 0,

so using property (3.5)
−1/2

−2hWQ

−1/2

fQ , LQ iCd − 2hLQ , WQ

−1/2
−2kWQ fQ k2

> −hLQ+ , LQ+ iCd − hLQ− , LQ− iCd .

C

>

fQ iCd + 2hLQ , LQ iCd

d

We will now show the dynamics inequality for this case:
B(FQ , fQ , LQ , WQ )
=

−1/2

4FQ − 2hWQ

−1/2

fQ , LQ iCd − 2hLQ , WQ

fQ iCd + 2hLQ , LQ iCd

> 2FQ+ + 2FQ− − hLQ+ , LQ+ iCd − hLQ− , LQ− iCd
=

−1/2

−1/2

2FQ+ − hWQ+ fQ+ , LQ+ iCd − hLQ+ , WQ+ fQ+ iCd + hLQ+ , LQ+ iCd
−1/2

−1/2

+2FQ− − hWQ− fQ− , LQ− iCd − hLQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd + hLQ− , LQ− iCd
=

1
1
B(FQ+ , fQ+ , LQ+ , WQ+ ) + B(FQ− , fQ− , LQ− , WQ− ).
2
2

Case 3. Mixed case, one change in K(Q) → K(Q± ) with K(Q+ ) = K(Q) and
K(Q− ) = K(Q). The other mixed case is symmetric. Let us thus assume
−1/2

1/2

−1/2

−1/2

LQ kCd and kWQ+ fQ+ kCd 6 kWQ+ WQ

LQ− = WQ− fQ− and LQ+ = WQ+ WQ

LQ .

This gives
−1/2

kWQ− fQ− kCd > kWQ− WQ
1/2

−1/2

−1/2

1/2

LQ kCd .

First notice
0

−1/2

1/2

−1/2

−1/2

−1/2

6 hWQ− fQ− − WQ− WQ

−1/2

−1/2

= hWQ− fQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd + hWQ− WQ
−1/2

1/2

−1/2

1/2

−hWQ− fQ− , WQ− WQ
=

−1/2

−1/2

−1/2

−hWQ+ WQ

−

d

C

−1/2

−1/2

d

LQ iCd

−1/2

LQ , WQ− fQ− iCd

−1/2

LQ , WQ

−1/2
hWQ LQ , fQ− i

LQ , WQ

−1/2

1/2

−1/2

C

1/2

LQ iCd

LQ , WQ− WQ

LQ iCd − hWQ− WQ

hWQ− fQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd + hWQ− WQ
−1/2
−hfQ− , WQ LQ i

−1/2

1/2

LQ , WQ− fQ− − WQ− WQ

LQ iCd

+ 2hLQ , LQ iCd
−1/2

LQ iCd − hWQ− WQ

−1/2

LQ , WQ

LQ iCd .

Thus
2hLQ , LQ iCd

>

−1/2

hWQ+ WQ

−1/2

LQ , WQ

−1/2

+hfQ− , WQ

−1/2

−1/2

LQ iCd − hWQ− fQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd
−1/2

LQ iCd + hWQ

LQ , fQ− iCd
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and therefore
B(FQ , fQ , LQ , WQ )
=

−1/2

4FQ − 2hWQ

−1/2

> 4FQ − hfQ+ , WQ

C
C

−1/2
+hfQ− , WQ LQ i
−1/2

+hWQ+ WQ

−1/2

LQ iCd

d

d

−

−1/2
hWQ LQ , fQ− i

d

+

−1/2
hWQ LQ , fQ− i

d

C
C

−1/2

LQ , WQ

−1/2

−1/2

LQ iCd − hWQ− fQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd

2FQ+ + 2FQ−
−1/2

−1/2

1/2

−hWQ+ fQ+ , WQ+ WQ
−1/2

+hWQ+ WQ
=

fQ iCd + 2hLQ , LQ iCd

LQ iCd − hfQ− , WQ

−1/2
−hWQ LQ , fQ+ i

=

−1/2

fQ , LQ iCd − 2hLQ , WQ

−1/2

LQ , WQ

−1/2

LQ iCd − hWQ+ WQ
1/2

−1/2

−1/2

LQ , WQ+ fQ+ iCd
−1/2

LQ iCd − hWQ− fQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd

−1/2

−1/2

2FQ+ − hWQ+ fQ+ , LQ+ iCd − hLQ+ , WQ+ fQ+ iCd + hLQ+ , LQ+ iCd
−1/2

−1/2

+2FQ− − hWQ− fQ− , LQ− iCd − hLQ− , WQ− fQ− iCd + hLQ− , LQ− iCd
=

1
1
B(FQ+ , fQ+ , LQ+ , WQ+ ) + B(FQ− , fQ− , LQ− , WQ− ).
2
2

Using the dynamics and size properties we obtain the inequality estimating the
norm of MkW uniformly in k:
X
X
kLJ k2Cd |J| 6
B(FJ , fJ , LJ , WJ )|J|
J∈Dk (Q0 )

J∈Dk (Q0 )

6 B(FQ0 , fQ0 , LQ0 , WQ0 )|Q0 |
6 4FQ0 |Q0 |.

4. Embeddings
In this section we turn to the BET and the motivation and proof of the reduction
estimate Theorem 2.3.
4.1. Bilinear Embedding Theorem (BET). We turn to the proof of Theorem
2.1.
P
Proof. Let µ(K) = Q∈K αQ for any collection K of dyadic cubes. Let F be any
nonnegative function defined on the dyadic cubes. Then let {F (Q) > λ} denote
the collection of cubes Q such that F (Q) > λ. It follows that
Z ∞
X
µ({F (Q) > λ})dλ =
F (Q)αQ ,
0

Q∈D(Q0 )

which is the classical fact on Choquet integrals.
Let us define
−1
−1/2
hW 1/2 f iQ , hW −1 i−1
giQ iCd |
F (Q) = |hhW iQ
Q hW
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and for any λ > 0, let Jλ denote the collection of maximal dyadic intervals for
which F (Q) > λ. Hence
X
X X
X
αQ 6
αQ0 6
|Q|.
Q∈Jλ Q0 ∈D(Q)

Q∈Jλ

Q∈Jλ

Now let
Φ(x) = M W f (x)M W

−1

g(x).

Observe that with
1/2
1/2
AW
(x)hW i−1
f iQ
Q f (x) := W
Q hW

and
AW
Q

−1

−1/2
g(x) = W −1/2 (x)hW −1 i−1
giQ ,
Q hW

Cauchy Schwarz yields for all x and all Q
W
F (Q) 6 kAW
Q f (x)kCd kAQ

−1

g(x)kCd .

Now if x ∈ Q with F (Q) > λ, then Φ(x) > λ. Hence
X
|Q| 6 |{x ∈ : Φ(x) > λ}|.

R

Q∈Jλ

Integrating with respect to dλ gives
Z ∞
Z
X
αQ F (Q) 6
|{x ∈ : Φ(x) > λ}|dλ =

R

0

Q∈D(Q0 )

M W f (x)M W

−1

g(x)dx

Q0

Using the above estimate of the maximal function in Theorem 2.5 and an application
of Cauchy Schwarz finishes the estimate.

4.2. Altered Carleson condition. As mentioned earlier, our BET reduces to the
classical version of the scalar case. The first proof of the scalar theorem was by
the Bellman method, using a rather cleverly built function, that in a way allows to
deduce the bilinear version BET from the linear one CET, see [13], [17] and [16].
This is exactly what we do here, too, although with completely different methods,
that are applicable to the matrix weighted case. The original scalar version of BET,
first formulated in [13], seemed to require three Carleson conditions, namely
X
1
αQ
6 Chw−1 iK ∀K ∈ D(Q0 ),
|K|
hwiQ
Q∈D(K)

1
|K|

X
Q∈D(K)

1
|K|

αQ
6 ChwiK
hw−1 iQ

X

αQ 6 C

∀K ∈ D(Q0 ),

∀K ∈ D(Q0 ).

Q∈D(K)

As mentioned in the introduction, it turns out that the first two conditions can be
removed in the scalar case through the use of an embedding–like Bellman function,
thus only retaining one Carleson condition, the analog of what we used here. This
is implicit in [6] and similar considerations also appeared in [1]. This reduction also
holds in the case of a scalar Carleson measure and a matrix weight, as stated in
Theorem 2.3. We turn to its proof.
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Proof. Consider the matrix valued Bellman function of positive matrix variables
U, V and scalar variable m
B(U, V, m) = U − (m + 1)−1 V −1 .
−1
The variables we have in mind
P are matrix valued UK = hW iK , VK = hW iK and
scalar valued mK = |K|−1 Q∈D(K) αQ .
Domain of B. This function has the domain conditions

Id 6 V 1/2 U V 1/2 and 0 6 m 6 1.
Indeed, the first condition is equivalent to U > V −1 and is implied by Lemma 3.2
in [20]: if W is a matrix weight such that W and W −1 are summable on Q, then
for all vectors e,
hhW iQ e, ei > hhW −1 i−1
Q e, ei.
Range of B. We have the size estimate
(4.1)

0 6 B(U, V, m) 6 U.

Indeed, 0 6 U − V −1 6 U − (m + 1)−1 V −1 6 U.
Dynamics of B. The function B is concave: Dropping the linear dependence on U ,
its Hessian acting on the matrix difference ∆V and scalar ∆m is
−2V −1 ∆V V −1 ∆V V −1 (m+1)−1 −2V −1 ∆V V −1 (m+1)−2 ∆m−2(m+1)−3 V −1 (∆m)2 .
Observe that
V −1 ∆V V −1 ∆V V −1 (m + 1)−1 > 0,
and
(m + 1)−3 V −1 (∆m)2 > 0.
Now add these two positive terms, then factor −(m + 1)−1 and reverse the sign:
V −1 ∆V V −1 ∆V V −1 + 2V −1 ∆V V −1 (m + 1)−1 ∆m + (m + 1)−2 V −1 (∆m)2
=

(∆m(m + 1)−1 Id +V −1 ∆V )V −1 (∆V V −1 + Id(m + 1)−1 ∆m) > 0.

This inequality proves concavity of B, which in turn implies mid–point concavity
(4.2)

B(U, V, m)
1
1
≥
B(U + ∆U, V + ∆U, m + ∆m) + B(U − ∆U, V − ∆V, m − ∆m).
2
2

We have also
(4.3)

(∂B/∂m)(U, V, m) = (m + 1)−2 V −1 >

1 −1
V .
4

−1
With martingale
Pmatrix variables UK = hW iK , VK = hW iK and scalar vari−1
able mK = |K|
Q∈D(K) αQ in the domain, we see that

(4.4)

mK − |K|−1 αK =

1
(mK− + mK+ ).
2
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The usual argument gives the estimate of the operator sum: Fix K ∈ D(Q0 ) and
estimate
|K|hW iK

=

|K|UK

>

|K|B(UK , VK , mK )

=

|K|B(UK , VK , mK ) − |K|B(UK , VK , mK − |K|−1 αK )
+|K|B(UK , VK , mK − |K|−1 αK )

>
>

1 −1
V αK + |K|B(UK , VK , mK − |K|−1 αK )
4 K
1 −1
V αK + |K− |B(UK− , VK− , mK− ) + |K+ |B(UK+ , VK+ , mK+ ).
4 K

In these inequalities we used the size estimate (4.1), the intermediate value theorem
together with the derivative estimate (4.3) and the dynamics of the martingale
variables and (4.4), and the concavity of B in the form of mid-point concavity
equation (4.2). Iterating this argument gives the desired estimate.

5. Questions
Our theorems leave room for improvement in several directions.
5.1. A2 conjecture. Currently, the matrix A2 conjecture for the Hilbert transform
is under investigation. This question asks for the growth of the function Φ so that
kHf kL2 (Cd ;W ) ≤ CΦ([W ]A2 )kf kL2 (Cd ;W ) ,
where the Hilbert transform H is applied to the vector function f componentwise
and the matrix A2 characteristic of Treil and Volberg [20] is defined as
1/2

1/2

[W ]A2 = sup khW iQ hW −1 iQ k2 .
Q

In the scalar case the best growth is linear, and this is optimal, [16]. In the original
text on the matrix case [20] that laid the ground for these investigations, the dependence on [W ]A2 was not tracked. The first quantified result with better estimates
is [2], which obtains the power 3/2 with an additional logarithmic term. In the
text [10] the logarithmic term was dropped and the best known estimate of power
3/2 stands at current time. To improve this power further, one may aim at some
improvements in the embedding theorems we demonstrated in this note:
• Even within the framework of scalar αQ in BET it would be useful to be
able to get an estimate of the (larger) sum
X
1/2
−1/2
αQ khW i−1
f iQ kCd khW −1 i−1
giQ kCd
Q hW
Q hW
Q∈D(Q0 )

as this may improve the matrix weighted estimate for certain classical operators. Staying with scalar coefficients is unlikely to press the constants
to the desired linear estimate in the matrix A2 constant, but one may hope
for just an extra logarithmic term instead of the extra half power in current
estimates.
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• Does Theorem 2.3 hold with a matrix Carleson measure? From the required
size conditions a natural choice for a Bellman function is
U − V −1/2 (M + Id)−1 V −1/2 .
It is not clear to us if, for example, the convexity in V is as required. Indeed,
to obtain derivatives of square roots, one may use the spectral resolution
formula.
• Find a version of BET with matrix coefficients αQ .
5.2. Dimensional growth. In the 90s the dimensional growth of matrix versions
of typical scalar results was under investigation. There was a series of results on
the Carleson embedding theorem with matrix measure and the papaproducts or
Hankel operators with matrix symbol [9], [15], [11]. Some of the recent results
indicate that dimensional growth may be a finer indicator of non–commutativity
than the growth with the A2 constant.
• Find the dimensional growth of the matrix weighted CET Theorem 2.2.
When the weight is the identity, then the dimensional growth is log2 (d)
and this is sharp, see [11]. It is not clear if the upper estimate is attainable
in the presence of a non–trivial matrix weight. The best to date estimate
is of order d2 . It appears that the matrix weight induces additional non–
commutativity that causes the clever argument in [11] to fail.
• What is the dimensional growth of the matrix maximal function of Definition 2.4?
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